FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Network Products Guide Names Array Networks Winner of the 2011 Hot
Technology Award and the 2011 Best Application Delivery Product Award
Array SpeedCore™ application delivery networking platform and Array APV 9650 application delivery
controller honored in Las Vegas on May 10, 2011
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MILPITAS, CA – May 19, 2011 – Array Networks Inc., (TWO: 3664) a global leader in application,
desktop and cloud service delivery, today announced that Network Products Guide, an industry-leading
technology research and advisory guide, has named Array’s SpeedCore™ application delivery
networking platform and APV9650 application delivery controller (ADC) as winners for the 6th Annual
2011 Hot Technology and Best Application Delivery Product Awards. These industry and peer awards
from Network Products Guide are the world’s premier information technology awards honoring
achievements and recognitions in every facet of the IT industry. Winners from all over the world were
honored in Las Vegas on Tuesday, May 10, 2011 during the 6th annual dinner and presentations.
The winner for the 2011 Hot Technology award, Array SpeedCore is an application delivery networking
platform that integrates access, security, acceleration, control and availability on a parallel, multi-core
architecture to achieve breakthrough performance and economies-of-scale. A true platform for data center
modernization, SpeedCore supports bi-directional integration with proprietary and third-party monitoring
and management systems for optimizing traditional and virtual infrastructure. It also provides exportable
application and network level intelligence for optimizing the performance of complementary data center
technologies as well as an open development environment and SDK that gives ISVs visibility into
delivery infrastructure for optimizing application performance.
The Array APV9650, the winner for the 2011 Best Application Delivery Product award, is a nextgeneration, 60Gbps ADC that delivers more L4 throughput and more Layer 7 throughput than the closest
competing ADC appliance as well as unbeatable price-performance. Capable and fast, the APV9650
introduces enhancements for optimizing service delivery and lowering costs in the enterprise and service
provider data center including application-aware traffic management, dynamic caching, adaptive
compression and SSL acceleration. The APV9650 also supports next-generation standards including
IPv6, 2048-bit SSL, 10GigE and virtualization integration.
In addition to winning the 2011 Hot Technology and Best Application Delivery Product awards, Array’s
public relations partner, Vantage Communications won Network Product Guide’s 2011 Product Launch
Campaign award for their promotion of Array’s DesktopDirect application for the Apple iPad. With this
third award, Array and Vantage Communications achieved a hat trick recognizing Array’s application and
desktop delivery products and foundational software platform.

An annual achievements and recognition awards program with active participation from a broad spectrum
of industry voices, the coveted annual Hot Company, Hot Technology and Best Products recognition
program encompasses the world’s best in organizational performance, products and services, executives
and management teams, successful deployments, product management and engineering, support and
customer satisfaction, and public relations in every area of information technology.
“This esteemed industry and peer award recognition of Array SpeedCore and Array’s APV9650 by
Network Products Guide is a great honor in the IT industry,” said Michael Zhao, president and CEO of
Array Networks. “This further validates our position as a company poised to successfully overcome the
application delivery and secure application access issues faced by organizations today.”
About Array Networks
Array Networks is a global leader in application, desktop and cloud service delivery with over 5000
worldwide customer deployments. Powered by award-winning SpeedCore™ software, Array solutions
are recognized by leading enterprise, service provider and public sector organizations for unmatched
performance and total value of ownership. Array is headquartered in Silicon Valley, is backed by over
300 employees worldwide and is a profitable company with strong investors, management and revenue
growth. Poised to capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of mobile and cloud computing, analysts
and thought leaders including Deloitte, Red Herring and Frost & Sullivan have recognized Array
Networks for technical innovation, operational excellence and market opportunity. To learn more, visit
www.arraynetworks.net.
About Network Products Guide Awards
As industry’s leading technology research and advisory publication, Network Products Guide plays a vital
role in keeping decision makers and end-users informed of the choices they can make in all areas of
information technology. You will discover a wealth of information and tools in this guide including the
best products and services, roadmaps, industry directions, technology advancements and independent
product evaluations that facilitate in making the most pertinent technology decisions impacting business
and personal goals. The guide follows conscientious research methodologies developed and enhanced by
industry experts. To learn more, visit www.networkproductsguide.com.
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